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From the Editor's Desk

The ground and air are slowly warming up, grass is beginning to grow, and hopefully most of you are seeing the arrival of
this year's crop of healthy, spunky calves. This issue of the Fold aims to get you several pieces of timely information. Les
Warriner contributed a timely reminder to exercise caution around those Highland mamas when they calve. For those
of you making breeding decisions this month, this issue also contains thoughts on breeding as well as my personal
experience with AI.
Make sure you check out the brochure for this year's Spring Meeting on May 3rd. Bob and Doris have put together a
wonderful day of informative presentations on diverse topics including animal conformation, mineral supplements, and
an update on the University of Missouri Highland Beef study. I hope to see many of you there in a month!

-Bonnie McLarty
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President's Message
Hello everyone. Well, March is finally coming to a close. If I’m not mistaken, I believe we’ve set a new record
for the most amount of March rain. I’m not crazy about it, but I’m sure thankful that we haven’t experienced
the weather that our fellow Highland breeders have in the mid and eastern part of the country. I think they’re
still seeing snow.
A few of the NWHCA directors are doing a little research into what is required to add Junior shows to each of the
fairs where we exhibit our cattle every summer. There is an interest. One of the main questions is “If the
Highlands need to actually need to be owned and raised by the kids," or can we just allow youngsters to help
feed and fit then show our Highlands in the ring? I hope the latter is the case. I know I could find a number of
kids locally here in Whatcom County that would love to show. They love them. Hopefully we’ll have some
answers when we all meet for the annual Spring Meeting.
Speaking of the Spring Meeting, I hope a whole lot of you are planning on attending this year. It will be hosted
by Bob and Doris Swalander on May 3rd at their farm in Elma, WA. It’s a great time to meet and talk with other
breeders, learn from some of the topics of discussion that are planned, and generally spend a great day with
folks that have the same passion for the Highland breed as you all do.
Well I’ll keep this short. I hope to see many of you in May at the Swalander’s in Elma. Until then let everyone
think "sunshine!" Enjoy the spring and here’s hoping all of our new calves arrive safe and sound.

The Fold
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Northwest Highland Cattle Association Spring Meeting
May 3, 2014

Swalander Highland Cattle Co.
Bob and Doris Swalander
4 Dunlap Rd
Elma, WA 98541

Schedule of Events
7:00 - 9:00
9:30 -11:00

Coffee, donuts, social
Christie Kershaw, head of the Elma Agriculture department, along with her FFA judging team,
will present on animal conformation: what to look for not only in the show ring, but for your
market animals and breeding stock.
11:00-12:00 John Bates will update us on the University of Missouri Highland Beef study.
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 Ross Robb, CHS Nutrition Consultant with Payback Feeds, will speak on the importance of a
mineral supplement program and the use of mineral tubs, as well as what type of minerals
should be used at different times of the year.
2:00 - 3:00 Jay Gordon, Executive Director of the Washington State Dairy Federation will speak about the
pros and cons of Organic vs Natural vs Commercial raised cattle. Jay has experience in all three
of these methods – from growing crops & forage, to raising cattle and dairy animals. Some of you
may find home grown organic medicine for cattle interesting.
3:30 - 4:30 Board Meeting
4:30 - 5:00 NW Highland Junior Program: discussion/ show of interest
5:00 - ??
Dinner: Gourmet Highland Burgers and handmade Highland Hotdogs, with all the trimmings

Throughout the day – “Silent Auction” to support NWHCA

What You Need to Bring
•
•
•

Something for the “Silent Auction” proceeds will benefit the NWHCA Treasury.
Photos - bring your favorite Highland Cattle photo. Prizes will be awarded for 1st, 2nd, 3rd.
Lawnchairs for sitting in, and umbrellas for shade/sun.

If your name starts with:
• A – H: Bring a Dessert
• I – Z: Bring a Salad

Accommodations:
Guest House Inn and Suites
800 E Main Street, Elma, WA
(360) 482-6868

There will also be cattle handing equipment on display and for sale –
feeders, water troughs, panels and squeeze chutes provided by local feed store.
The Fold
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AHCA Junior Heifer Program Request

Hello AHCA Regions!

In an effort to continually enrich the AHCA Junior educational experience, the AHCAJ committee in cooperation with the
Highland Cattle Foundation, has re-launched the highly successful Junior Heifer Program for 2014. The purpose of this
program is to provide an educational opportunity to an interested youth that has demonstrated a genuine interest in
the acquisition, care and promotion of the Highland breed.
One of the obstacles we have encountered, yet thankfully been able to overcome with appreciated assistance, is the
transportation of the heifer to the awarded recipient. In years past, the animal donated has been regions away from the
selected winner. So in attempts to address this challenge, we are now asking that you, the regions of the AHCA, assist
us. We are requesting that each region solicit annually among its members, a prospective heifer donation (advised
heifer specifications below) to be awarded if the winner of the Junior Heifer Program should the selected from or near
that region.
We would like to remind all prospective donors that their generous donation of the heifer to the Highland Cattle
Foundation (a 501-3c not for profit organization) may be tax deductible.
We thank you for your consideration and generosity will that will profoundly impact the lives of our young Highland
enthusiasts and future care takers of our beloved breed.
Sincerely,
The AHCAj committee
Heifer Specifications: Halter broke

Current NWHCA members now have the option
of renewing dues with PayPal.
The cost is $35.00 plus $1.32 vendor fee.
Visit <www.nwhca.org>
to renew your membership online.

REMINDER
Displaying your business card in the Fold
and on the NWHCA website is FREE.
Email a scanned image of your card to
Gina Ames at boisecreekfarm@comcast.net
Join the Discussion!
Northwest Highland Cattle Association Group

The Fold
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American Highland Cattle Association Junior Heifer Program

The AHCAj Heifer Program was initiated as a program to encourage and promote youth members who have the interest
and enthusiasm for the Highland breed. The focus of the program is to award the recipient a heifer to begin their
breeding program or enhance their current herd. The program will help instill the values of good herdsmanship. The
junior will be responsible for nutrition, vaccination programs, housing and the overall management of the heifer as well
as a breeding program. The end result of the program should be the youth member learning good values of raising
Highland cattle while providing an experience they will not forget as well as the initiation or addition to the awarded
junior’s herd.
Guidelines
1. Applicants must be a junior member of the American Highland Cattle Association and between the ages of 12-21
for consideration of the heifer. Junior membership is free and can be obtained by contacting AHCA.
2. Applicants interested in applying for the Heifer Program can obtain applications through the AHCA office or
online at www.highlandcattleusa.org
3. Applicants will complete application by deadline. Late applicants will not be accepted. A panel of 5 judges will
review all applications. The National Junior Committee and Highland Cattle Foundation will select judges. Judges
may or may not be AHCA members. Selection of the youth to receive the heifer will be based on the application,
Highland interest/involvement, appropriate housing/facilities, management and other related information.
4. Selected recipient will receive one registered Highland heifer. The heifer will be the sole responsibility of the
receiving junior. Transfer fees for the heifer will be waived through AHCA.
5. All regional associations will be asked to encourage members to consider donating a heifer. Each region will then
select a heifer from the total females offered from their area. The chosen junior applicant will be awarded the
heifer that was selected from their particular region.
6. Transportation is the responsibility of the recipient. Assistance may be offered by an AHCA member(s).
Coordinating travel arrangements is possible; the recipient may contact the Junior Committee for assistance in
coordinating transportation.
7. Recipient must take possession of the heifer no later than 90 days after being awarded the heifer, unless other
arrangements with the current owner are made. These arrangements need to be in writing with a signature
from both the junior and current owner of the heifer. A copy of this agreement needs to be sent to the AHCA
office.
8. The heifer must meet the following health requirements yearly: a) spring and fall vaccinations and a complete
parasite treatment program; b) appropriate body condition score; c) hoof care as needed; d) completed yearly
health record book. A copy must be sent to AHCA and the heifer’s previous owner for the first two years. A
spring or fall vet check must be done, with a copy of vet exam required. It is strongly encouraged that recipients
contact Junior Committee or heifer donor with questions or concerns.
9. The American Highland Cattle Association and Highland Cattle Foundation share a great interest in the success
of this program and are interested in the status and educational experiences of the recipient. The recipient is
required to report for one year to The Bagpipe (AHCA’s quarterly publication) with stories and pictures of the
heifer. Included in this would be the experience of raising and promotion or other stories that may interest the
general membership.
I ______________________________________, acknowledge that I have read and understand the requirements set
forth for the AHCAj Heifer program.
Signature of Applicant_____________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent________________________________________________________________________________
Date____________________________________________________________________________________________
The Fold
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Breeding the Highland Cow
by David Larson, Viking Fold

In the cycle of life, nature shows us that the majority of
cloven-hooved mammals breed in their respective
seasons, timing the arrival of their progeny with the
coming of spring. There are many reasons for this, such
as more moderate weather (not too cold or hot),
renewed growth of the natural forages that are higher
in nutritional value, and the simple fact that offspring
will have sufficient time to grow, develop and become
strong enough to live through the coming winter
months independent of their mothers.

I view spring and into early summer as
the traditional breeding season for my
Highland cows. I have been keeping
the Highland breed for twenty years
now and have noted significant
differences in weaning weights
between spring calves and fall calves.
Fall calves always have lower weights
at weaning, consistently between 60 100lbs lower. Perhaps it is because the
nutritional needs of the calves,
through the winter, will be entirely
dependent upon their mothers. There
are no natural feed sources of high energy forage
available. Caloric intake increases due to the increased
metabolic needs of animals trying to stay warm through
the winter. Winters are hard enough on most animals
without the added burden of lactation.
Spring breeding also works well for breeders who raise
natural beef with a grass finish. The modern trend
toward healthier eating has created a strong market for
animals that have been raised with accountability and
finished naturally. The word is out that grass finished
Highland beef is some of the tastiest, lean meat you can
feed to your family. Highland steers are most often
slaughtered between 20 - 24 months, with the average
weight being approximately 1100lbs. Spring calves will
The Fold

be reaching the proper age coming into their second
year, to go out in April - May for a solid two months of
grazing (natural "fattening") making them suitable for
slaughter by the 1st of June.

Like so many of you, I was smitten by my first image of
this beautiful breed while driving by a pasture full of
Highland cattle. I stopped to admire them for a while
and decided right then and there that I would someday
own a herd of these magnificent bovines. I began with
two Highland cows, a red and a yellow,
about 12 months old. When they
reached the two year mark, I began to
wonder how was I going to get them
bred in order to begin fulfilling my
vision of becoming a "Cattle Baron."
Back then, all I understood about
cattle breeding was that you put a cow
to a bull and they reproduced, causing
the herd to grow. Trouble was, I did
not own a Highland bull and did not
know anyone who did. This problem,
and not having a market for my beef,
were two of the biggest factors leading
toward my membership into the
Northwest Highland Cattle Association (NWHCA).
Individual methods used to get the Highland cow in calf
have always varied from breeder to breeder, depending
on individual circumstances. A few methods that I am
aware of are: artificial insemination, buy a bull, lease a
bull and bring him to your cows, take your cows to a
bull and pay a breeding fee, embryo transplants or
buying a bred cow. I often recommend to new
members, that they go out and buy a suitable cow, a
proven producer, that is already in calf. Take her home,
feed and love her, and in the spring you now have two
bovines; the herd grows.
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Artificial insemination is a technical process that works
best for those of you who spend a lot of time with the
herd and know when each individual cow is cycling. The
second part of the equation is to either be an AI tech or
have one readily available to you; preferably one who
can drop everything and run over to your farm to
inseminate the cows at just the right time. The general
rule is that when you see a cow in a standing "heat"
cycle in the morning, you do the AI work that evening.
If the cow is seen to be cycling in the evening, then she
should be AI'd the following morning. I wanted to go
this route before ever buying a bull but quickly found
out I did not know where to get any quality Highland
cattle semen. Again, the NWHCA was most helpful for
me to acquire quality semen for the cows.
Eventually, I attended the 3 day course offered by
Select Sires in order to become an AI tech and do all my
own inseminations. If you cannot watch the herd as
much as you would like, an alternative way to utilize AI
is to have a technician inject natural hormones into
your cows that will cause them to cycle in a predictable
fashion so that they can be artificially inseminated. AI
holds the greatest genetic potential in that it allows you
to research prospective bulls from all over the world or
maybe acquire genetics from the "best of the best" here
in the USA. Good AI work averages about a 70% success
rate.

pasture or feed at home. Many NWHCA members have
quality bulls and are willing to help you get your cows
bred for a fee. Remember to record breeding dates as
accurately as you can for future registration paperwork
and so that you have a good idea of when to expect
arrival of the calf. Gestation tables are easy to come by
and help considerably when trying to determine when a
cow will calve based on the date she was bred.
Embryo transplant is another (expensive) way to get a
cow in calf. Various well known breeders on the
internet offer embryos or even donor cows already
implanted with an embryo. In theory, this method will
give you a calf with exceptional genetics from a proven,
(superior) bull and cow. Success rates are often lower
with embryo transplants.
Finally, some words of caution when bringing a bull
home to your cows. It would be considered prudent for
the breeder to do some homework on any potential bull
they may be considering using. Is the bull registered?
Has he been screened lately for any STD's? Does the
bull's owner vaccinate regularly for other infectious
diseases that a carrier bull could introduce into your
herd? Is he proven fertile? What about temperament-is this bull safe to be around?

All of this is just introductory talk about basic ways to
get a cow bred up to hopefully produce a calf. Once you
are off and running you may
Ultimately, I went out and
Looking
to
buy
beef?
Check
out
begin
to
consider
bought a bull to get my
developing a long range
NWHCA's list of beef producers on our
cows bred. This works well
breeding program that
if you have your fences in
website:
allows you to set goals and
good order and can put
compensate for weaknesses
together a holding facility
or deficits throughout the
strong enough to handle a
herd.
Discussions about
bull for the necessary
Highland cattle genetics has
interventions that always
always been one of my
seem to go hand -in-hand
favorite
topics
of
with bull ownership. I have
conversation.
Perhaps,
in
another
issue
of
The
Fold,
our
always much preferred taking my cows to a bull and
Editor will allow me to ramble on about ways to
paying the customary breeding fee (about $100 per
genetically improve the genotype and phenotype of
cow). This involves trailering your cows around.
your beautiful herd of Highlands.
However, if you are fortunate, you can leave the cows

<nwhca.org/beef.htm>

with the bull for a couple of months, thus saving on
The Fold
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Artificial Insemination:
How It Worked On My Cows
by Bonnie McLarty

I was fortunate enough to have use of an excellent local
bull for several years (thanks Bob & Gina!) but the time
came when I needed to figure out another option, and
my choices for live bulls were limited. My pasture
situation is a bit complicated at times. I don't have bullproof fencing at home, and from March through
October the adjacent field is full of yearling dairy
heifers.
Pasture logistics and my interest in using
diverse genetics led me to investigate the possibility of
doing artificial insemination (AI). Despite some initial
complications and one failure, I've had enough success
over the past two years that I plan on continuing to AI
at least some of my cows for the next several years.
The hardest part about AI is scheduling. Making sure
you and the tech and the cow are all following the same
plan. I've had the best success with synchronization,
because one of my cows doesn't really show signs of
heat most of the time when she cycles. There are
several different synchronization methods. protocol I
used was a 10-day CiDR implant. There are 3 steps: 1)
the tech inserts the implant 10 days before you want
the cow to cycle and gives the cow a shot. 2) One week
later, he removes the implant and give a second shot.
3) 60 hours after that, the cow should be cycling and
the tech inseminates the cow. If you see signs of heat,
great. I have one cow that is sneaky about showing
heat, but the tech inseminated her anyway at about 6570 hours out and she took.
AI does require you to watch your cows. If you see
signs of heat 21 days after insemination, then you'll
have to call the tech again. I also highly recommend
Bio-Tracking, a method of preg-checking where you
draw blood from the vein under the tailhead and mail it
in. The advantage is that you can check for pregnancy
30 days after breeding, and it only costs $2.50 per
The Fold

sample (plus shipping) to do, so it's cheaper and gives
faster results than waiting for a rectal exam at 45-60
days post-breeding.
I was really thankful I'd done the Bio-Tracking last year,
because one of my cows must have slipped early. The
Bio-Tracking came back negative for pregnancy, and
sure enough, the cow cycled a few days later (35 days
out, so not the normal 21). Fortunately it was my slutty
cow, so when she came into heat and jumped
everything in sight I hauled her up to Hemlock
Highlands for a 7-hour date with Flatheads Ben Nevis.
Worked like a charm.
AI is definitely more of a hassle than turning the cows
out for a couple months with the bull, no question. But
for those of us with less-than-ideal fences or only a few
animals who need an alternative, it really can work. I
definitely know what's going on with my cows when I
have to watch them for signs of heat, and I'm excited
about some of the animals I've been able to produce
with AI. So if you're thinking of trying it, even on one
animal, I encourage you to give it a shot. If nothing else,
it's definitely been a learning experience for me, and
made me a better observer of my animals.
I get asked where to purchase straws and about the
shipping costs, so hopefully this information will be
useful for anyone who wants to know:
My AI tech is Wayne Cambra. Luckily for me, he lives
less than 10 minutes away, but he and his son Jordan
service animals in most areas of Western Washington.
He stores the straws I've purchased from other
breeders free of charge and then I pay per animal every
time he inseminates them. If you don't want to go
through the hassle of purchasing straws, he does have
straws for sale from at least 3 Highland bulls: Garnet of
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Hi-Arrow, Lauriston Angelo, and "Black Shadow" ( I
know nothing about the last bull, Wayne has the
registration number on him but didn't tell me what it
was, I'm assuming it's a black bull).
As far as buying semen, I've personally dealt with Pat
White of LEA-White Farms. She offers straws from 7
different bulls on her website, and semen from an 8th is
available if you ask, but not listed on the website yet
(LEA Haaken, a dun bull that competed at Denver this
past January). I liked purchasing from her because I was
able to order just a few straws from several different
bulls and get considerable genetic variety (she offers
bulls bred by Drover Hill, GOF, Sunset, Pitcher
Mountain, Flatheads, Weatherhill, and of course LEA) in
a single shipment. I also really appreciated Pat's
willingness to compare and contrast traits. I used DH
Montgomery, LEA Raleigh, and Sunset Rebel Yell. Up

till now, almost all the breedings took using only 1
straw per cow, so I have no complaints. Skyler
Anderson also has 2 bulls collected (Knight of Five Star
Farm and Skye High Wayward Son, the 2011 NWSS
Grand Champion bull) and stored at the same location
(Great Lakes Sires in Bronson, MI), so that's up to 10
different bulls available from one shipping location.
I also purchased semen from Thorbardin Ranch, but
that's no longer available now.
Shipping is the same regardless of how many straws you
purchase. I paid about $160 in shipping 3 years ago
from MI to WA, and $125 from WY to WA, it should be
pretty similar now. The tank was delivered to my AI
tech by UPS. Wayne transferred the straws to his own
tank and then set the tank out on his porch to be picked
up the next day and shipped back to Michigan.

Selected sources for Highland Cattle semen: a short list (you can find quite a few more sources, including international
ones, online)
Almosta Farm
Black bull, 2010 NWSS Champion
Sue Dyke, Magnet NE
Autumn Mist Farm
Offers imports from Scotland and Australia as well as Americanbred bulls
Matthew Rolleston, autumnmistfarm@autumnmistfarm.net
Five Star Farm
Brindle bull: Raindancer of Five Star (2005 Reserve NWSS
Champion)
Lisa & Michael Fantom
LEA-White Farms
Dun, Red bulls
Pat White, pat@leawhitefarms.com
Skye High Farms
Yellow, Red champion bulls
Skyler Anderson, skylander87@gmail.com

The Fold
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Temperament Changes in Postpartum Cows
An email exchange from April 2012, submitted by Les Warriner of Special-T-Farm

From: Les Warriner
Subject: Calving

Sugar, one of the twins, had her calf this afternoon. Good
looking calf, big, solid, but:
Sugar spent a goodly amount of time trying to push the calf into
the ground. Yalling and pawing, grinding her head into the calf
until we got hold of her and got her in the barn. We've never
seen something like this. Spice and the other cows were close by
but not interfering, etc. Only Sugar.
When we went over, it seemed that she was partially out of her
mind. Attacked both of us and put us on the ground. No real
damage although there sure could have been. Sugar has been
babied since birth and was/is a very calm animal to be around-until now. We took the 4 wheel out and I put the calf across the
gas tank and brought her into the barn where she got her BoSE
shot and a bottle of colostrum. Sugar is no longer bellowing or
trying to get into the barn--seemingly just forgetting that she has
a calf.
Have you ever had anything like this?
-Les
From: Naomi Ewing
Subject: RE: Calving
Yes we have. A couple years ago one of our old cows that had
several babies did the exact same thing. I looked it up on the
internet to see what could have happened. It happens a lot with
the Angus breed. They are called "killer cows" and seems once
this happens it's best just to put them down as it will happen
again when they have another calf. They don't really know how
this happens and seems it's not genetic.
We had her out at one of our pastures and the owner called me.
I could hear [the cow] bellowing like a mad bull over the phone.
When we got there she was still trying to kill the baby, stomping
with her hooves and trying to throw him with her horns. She
would have killed him and really wanted to kill us. Once we took
The Fold
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the baby out of her sight she went back to being a nice animal again. As with Sugar, she was one of our gentlest
animals. Once we got the calf in the pickup, that was fun, with her chasing Alan all around, she just forgot the baby.
Didn't follow the pickup or anything. I guess you know where she went. I have a lady that wants a bottle baby if you
want to sell her. Hang in there, it's never too late to learn
something new, especially if you own cattle.
-Naomi
From: Pat White
Subject: RE: Calving
Hi Les,
I don't know precisely what happens with these cows, but I have
seen something similar with a 4 year old cow with her first calf (long story why she had never been with a bull at a
younger age). She seemed to be terrified of her new calf, but on
the other hand, sort of maternal, i.e. she wouldn't leave the calf,
but proceeded to beat the crap out of it. She was pounding the
calf with her head, flipping it with her horns and bellowing and
screaming. She didn't want to run from it, but had no idea what
it was; my theory is hormones gone bad.
Fortunately, we had a young, athletic friend helping us with hay
that year (used to cows too) who went right it with her and
snagged the calf and got it safely into our handling setup, made
of heavy metal and very secure. [The cow] had the calf very
close to the handling setup; if she had not, I think we would have
used a tractor to corral her and steal the calf.
Once we had the calf safe, we ran her into an adjacent pen,
separated only by steel bars. She could bellow at the calf, touch
it, taste it, and smell it, but she couldn't get her head or horns on
it. After about 2-3 hours she settled down and stopped the
ranting and raving (in the meantime, we got colostrum into the
calf).
We kept her next to the calf that night, and put her in the chute
the next morning and got the calf to nurse off her. By that time
she was actually congenial. We put her in a small area with the
calf that day, hoping that if problems occurred we could safely
extract the calf again. We didn't need to; she was the perfect
mother after that, and the next time she calved it was like it was
old school: no excitement, no problem.
The very first cow we ever calved out also acted in a similar
manner. That was back in '86, when neither Larry nor I had any
The Fold
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experience (other than what we had read and I had been taught in school) with cattle. We watched in horror as the cow
picked that calf up, flipped him, rolled him, threw him around the pasture. At that time we had no facilities and no
inclination to interfere; we just accepted with resignation the fact that she was going to kill our first calf as we witnessed
the whole grisly thing.
The biggest surprise was that she didn't kill the calf, and after the beating the poor thing took between its mother and all
the very large boulders in the pasture, it finally got to its feet and eventually nursed and all was right with the world (by
some miracle). The cow never repeated the performance; she did have a fair number of calves after that. I think we
slaughtered her when she was about 14.
I try to impress upon everyone (particularly those people buying their first cattle) that while Highlands are really gentle
and quiet animals, you absolutely cannot trust what will happen when they calve. Some will be so lackadaisical that you
question their maternal instincts, and others turn into overly protective monsters. I have seen cows change disposition
literally at the drop of a hat.
If Sugar is a first calf heifer, I would certainly consider giving her the benefit of the doubt and see what happens next
year, although that might depend on just how sore your ribs are.
-Pat
From: Les Warriner
Subject: FW: RE: Calving
As you can see from this historical, several people became rather educated in something new for the breed. We were
entirely taken back by the happening and are nursing some rather painful bruises from the incident.
Doctor says nothing broken luckily and by chance. It was a situation that we would certainly not like to relive--and I
think that all of the breeders need to know. Butcher comes Thursday.
-Les

The Fold
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Highland Cattle Marketplace

Marketplace ads are a special benefit of NWHCA membership, funded by your dues as
a free place to advertise. Ads are limited tothe size of 1 business card or less of space
and restricted to NWHCA members. No prices or logos are to be included in this
section. Send all ads to your Editor: Bonnie McLarty, 43408 236th Ave. SE, Enumclaw,
WA 98022 ▪ <bemhighlands@gmail.com>
Editor's Note: Due to the current publication format of this journal, and the fact that I
have not received any advertisements from members this month, I have pulled a small
selection of recent ads from the website. Future ad submissions that include jpg images
will be printed on a trial basis in the space allowed.
Hemlock Highlands will buy your weaned steer or beef quality heifer calves. Call to discuss.
John & Jean Bates (360) 856-5817 <hemlockhighlands@comcast.net
Shaggy Blues Highlands of VOR For Sale: A black registered bull, Son House of VOR (#52,456), born 3/21/2012. He
was Champion Yearling Bull, Grand Champion Bull, and Supreme Champion Bull at the 2013 Spokane Inter-State
Fair. He has a mild temperament and has great body length. A red bull, LightninHopkins of VOR (#52,457), born
4/11/2013. He has great blood lines as well. We also have non-registered cow/calves for sale. Contact us at 310560-8730 or email for more details.
Castle Dangerous Highlands Very gentle two-year old bull for sale or trade. CD Archibald (Reg.
#52,841) is from excellent bloodlines and is ready to go to work for you. $1,350 or trade for comparable
registered Highland bull.
Contact Mark Douglas at 541-219-0394 or email for more information.

Spring Creek Highlands, LLC offers 3 yearling bulls: Bardic of Five Star Farm, Spring Creek Boone, and
Spring Creek Brody. Great disposition, good feet, loves combing and can be touched anywhere.
Wormed and current on shots. Ready for breeding this summer.
Call 360-202-9079 or email for pricing and details.
Hot Springs Highlands Melba, Idaho
Highlands for sale.
Please contact us for more information at 208-896-5529.
Tall Grass Farms Scottish Highland Cattle for sale; all are registered or have papers pending.
ARR Frankee Ste Brigid (43419), born 02/2006, bred to Flatheads Club, due May/June of 2014. She is halter broke,
loves to be brushed, Gracie of Tall Grass (51904), born 05/2012, is a wonderful Dun heifer. She is halter
broke, vaccinated, and a really nice looking heifer. Sire was a champion at the Denver Stock Show.
Contact Nicki at 509-991-8434, or email for more details. http://www.tallgrass-farms.com.
RunAMuk has two almost identical yearling bulls for sale. If you ever wanted to train a team for pulling
here's your chance. Beautiful brindle pair. Gentle, easy to handle. Not yet trained to pull. Either one will
make a great herdsire. RAM Tuff (52395): dob: 6-15-2012; RAM Saxton (52297): DOB: 5/29/2012
(509)966-6306.
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Mission Statement

The Northwest Highland Cattle Association (NWHCA) is dedicated to promoting Highland cattle, protecting the integrity
of our pure breed, and encouraging all its membership in their breeding and marketing endeavors. The rules and
regulations of the American Highland Cattle Association (AHCA) will be our standard in all our decision-making
processes. The ultimate goal being for every member to benefit from the efforts of this association.

Serving British Columbia, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington

Your membership dues paid to the Northwest Highland Cattle Association go toward defraying the running costs of our
Association and promoting the Highland breed. Each current member is entitled to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vote at the spring meeting of the membership
A subscription to our newsletter The Fold
Receive all special mailings sent out by the NWHCA to its members
Representation of their Highland cattle enterprise in The Fold and on the NWHCA website
Serve on committees and stand for election as officers and directors of the Association
Enjoy the encouragement, support, and good fellowship of your Association members

The Fold
Northwest Highland Cattle Association
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